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LOADING FINAL .PDF
Click on Login with ASME author account.

Click on Change Program and then click on the Needs Attention section. In this section is where any incomplete
actions can be conducted, including load final paper.
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Click on "Needs Attention."
Read the instructions on the next page and continue to submit your final paper. Papers must be submitted in PDF
format (NOTE: DO NOT PASSWORD PROTECT YOUR PDF FILE). See also formatting my paper for detailed
instructions on how your final .pdf should be formatted.
Read and check the required acknowledgements and then select “choose file” to upload your final paper.

Click "Save and Finalize." or “Save” depending on what option appears.
Once uploaded you will receive a confirmation of success and be returned to the paper status page.

PROBLEMS LOADING FINAL PAPER
FINAL PAPER SUBMISSION DEADLINE HAS PASSED
If you are attempting to submit a paper after the final submission deadline then our system will block the paper
from being submitted.
We do have submission deadlines for all final .pdfs on every ASME conference that are usually a few months
before the actual conference beings. These deadlines are necessary to allow staff the time needed to prepare the
conference website. Even for virtual and hybrid conferences, authors must meet submission deadlines for their
paper to be included in the conference.
To check when the deadline is for a specific conference then please check the conference website. Final paper
submission deadlines are posted on the conference websites for reference.
I CAN’T LOAD MY PAPER
There are typically three reasons that authors have issues with loading a final .pdf.
Unsigned Copyright Agreements
Registration Issues
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Submission Deadline has passed

LOADING REVISED FINAL PAPERS
ASME does consider all final conference submissions “camera ready”. If there is an issue with formatting that
requires a revised final .pdf then this request is made directly to the contact author. These solicited requests will
include a specific deadline and instructions on how to revise and submit the revised paper. No additional revisions
will be allowed. Revisions requested by ASME staff will be handled directly by the staff that is requesting the
revision.
All revisions to an accepted conference papers would need to would go back to reviewers for comment. Due to
extremely tight time constraints for conference submissions, we do not have the ability to allow authors to redo
the review process on conference papers.
Additionally, all papers that are published on the digital collection are considered final representations. If your
requested change is serious, then you may follow our retraction process to request removal of your published
submission.
EXPIRED COPYRIGHT AGREEMENTS
When a copyright agreement appears in the system as Expired, this means that the copyright was signed by the
author after the copyright submission deadline. Unless you are directly notified otherwise, expired copyright
agreements are not considered valid. Signing an agreement after the deadline will not resolve copyright issues that
were not addressed before the submission deadline.
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